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Abstract 

Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry was used to study transient interactions 

between hydrogen-enriched methane/air premixed flames and toroidal vortex structures. 

Lean and stoichiometric mixtures with hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel (hydrogen plus 

methane), xH2, varying in the range of 0-0.5 were investigated. 

Results have shown that the hydrogen presence affects the flow field both quantitatively 

(increase of the velocity of the main toroidal vortex) and qualitatively (generation of 

different sub-vortices within the main vortex), enhancing the intensity of the interaction. 

Regardless of the mixture stoichiometry, the hydrogen substitution to methane leads to a 

transition from a regime in which the vortex only wrinkles the flame front (xH2 < 0.2) to a 
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more vigorous regime in which the interaction almost results in the separation of small 

flame pockets from the main front (xH2 > 0.2). This transition was characterised in terms 

of time histories of flame surface area and burning rate. 

 

Keywords: Hydrogen-Enrichment; Premixed Combustion; Unsteady Propagation; Flame-

Vortex Interaction; Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry; Combustion Regimes. 
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1. Introduction 

Hydrogen-enrichment appears to be a promising methodology for solving problems 

encountered during turbulent combustion of natural gas/air mixtures (flame extinction, 

combustion oscillations, lower power output, etc.) in both stationary [1] and mobile [2] 

applications.  

Hydrogen and methane (the main constituent of natural gas) are significantly different 

fuels. Hydrogen produces higher adiabatic flame temperature (at stoichiometric conditions 

in air) than methane (2380 K versus 2220 K), and has higher maximum adiabatic laminar 

burning velocity (320 cm/s versus 40 cm/s for methane) [3]. Differences also concern 

transport properties: hydrogen exhibits higher molecular diffusion coefficient in air 

(~ 0.6 cm2/s) than methane (and oxygen) (~ 0.2 cm2/s), and lower Lewis number (i.e., 

ratio of thermal diffusivity to mass diffusivity) (~ 0.3 versus ~ 1 for methane) [4].  

Experimental and computational studies performed in simplified flow configurations 

(freely and spherically propagating flames, counterflow flames, Bunsen-type and slot 

burners) have shown that the hydrogen addition to methane increases the laminar burning 

velocity (i.e., the flame reactivity) [5-10], the resistance to strain extinction [1,5-7,9,11] 

and the flame front wrinkling (i.e., the flame surface area) [4,7], thus enhancing 

robustness and stability of the flame. These positive effects have been attributed to the 

increase in both flame temperature (thermal effects) and supply of active radicals 

(chemical effects). Also, hydrogen-induced non-equidiffusive effects (i.e., non-unity 

Lewis number and preferential diffusion) have been invoked for lean flames [4-7,11]. 

The role of hydrogen is quite well understood in terms of flame reactivity and response to 

stretch and curvature. However, the practical use of hydrogen-methane blends is yet 
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limited. This is due to a lack in the knowledge about the mechanisms of dynamic 

interaction between hydrogen-enriched flames and turbulent flow fields [12], which 

control premixed flame propagation in combustors, industrial burners and engines [see, 

e.g., 13-17] as well as in gas explosions [see, e.g., 18,19]. 

The behaviour of a premixed flame moving through a turbulent flow field is strongly 

affected by the nature of the vortex structures present along the flame path [20]. The 

flame-vortex interaction may lead the flame to propagate according to different turbulent 

combustion regimes, which are dependent on both size and velocity of the vortices. On the 

other hand, it is difficult to characterise such an interaction in practical systems, given the 

complexity of the turbulent structures generated. 

The work presented in this paper fits into this framework by looking at how the hydrogen 

addition to methane affects the interaction between premixed flames and simple toroidal 

vortices generated, in a controlled manner, at the wake of an orifice. As demonstrated for 

pure methane flames [21-24], such simple and controllable vortex structures provide 

different benefits over truly turbulent fields when fundamental investigation into flame-

turbulence interactions is performed. 

The research used Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry with micro-sized particles 

of olive oil as the seeding material. This enabled not only recording of the temporal 

development of the velocity field (ahead of the flame front), but also identification of the 

position of the front (through the consumption of the olive oil droplets by the flame) and, 

thus, quantification of its evolution in terms of time histories of flame surface area and 

burning rate. 

In the following, after a description of the experimental arrangement, results are presented 

and discussed as obtained for lean (equivalence ratio, φ, equal to 0.8) and stoichiometric 
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mixtures with hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel (hydrogen plus methane), xH2, varying in 

the range of 0-0.5. 
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2. Experimental Arrangement 

The combustion bomb and the Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry (TRPIV) 

technique used in this investigation have been described previously [21,22].  

Briefly, the combustion bomb consisted of a small cylindrical pre-chamber linked to a 

much larger main chamber via an orifice (Figure 1). The main chamber was constructed 

from aluminium panels fitted with borosilicate glass windows to enable optical access. 

Premixed charges of fuel (hydrogen plus methane) and air were ignited (from rest) at the 

centre of the bottom face of the pre-chamber. Experiments were run for lean (equivalence 

ratio, φ, equal to 0.8) and stoichiometric mixtures with hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel, 

xH2, varying in the range of 0-0.5. After ignition, the propagation of the flame front set in 

motion unburned gas ahead of it through the orifice. The interaction of this movement 

with the downstream static charge resulted in a shear layer at the orifice exit and, thus, 

shedding of a toroidal vortex into the main chamber. As the flame front progressed 

through the charge, it interacted with this vortex. The flame-vortex interaction was highly 

controllable and repeatable in nature. 

The TRPIV system (Figure 2) consisted of a Photron APX-RS CMOS high speed camera 

(pixel resolution of 1024 x 1024) synchronised with a New Wave Research Pegasus (Duel 

Cavity, Diode Pumped) Nd-YLF laser in order to operate in a two frame PIV mode 

(recording frame rate of 3000 frames per second, i.e., 1500 Hz PIV). Particles of 1 μm 

olive oil were introduced into the charge to act as the tracing material. A 2D cross-

correlation FFT algorithm incorporating a multi-pass approach was used to analyse 

corresponding particle image pairs. The initial pass of the routine analysed the images 

using 32 by 32 pixel interrogation regions, the final pass used interrogation regions of 
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16 x 16 pixels. A 3-point Gaussian peak search algorithm was used to calculate sub-pixel 

displacement and a 50 % Nyquist overlap of the regions was incorporated. The small 

interrogation region was employed to reduce the impact of high velocity gradients within 

the vortex region on the results. 

With TRPIV, data were recorded from a single combustion event. In addition to the 

measurement of the unburned gas velocity, the raw TRPIV images were used to follow the 

temporal development of the flame front (identified through the consumption of the olive 

oil droplets by the front itself). From these images, data on the length of flame front and 

the area of burned gas were also obtained. To achieve this, a MATLAB program was 

written to analyse the two-dimensional section of the combustion event, identifying the 

region of burned gas and its interface to the unburned gas at the flame edge. The basis of 

the MATLAB program is an examination of each pixel and its local surroundings to 

determine if it exists within the seeded region (unburned) or where the seeding has been 

consumed (burned). Once the flame boundary has been established, the program calculates 

the total length of the flame present in the image region and the burned area. Such data 

will be presented in Section 3, adopting the three-dimensional nomenclature, as flame 

surface area, AF, and volume of burned gas, VB, (per unit depth in the third direction) 

respectively. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Flame Front Development 

In Figures 3 and 4, the time sequences of raw images of the laser illuminated particles 

gathered using the TRPIV technique are shown for lean (equivalence ratio, φ, equal to 0.8) 

(Figure 3) and stoichiometric (Figure 4) mixtures with hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel 

(hydrogen plus methane), xH2, varying in the range of 0-0.5. These figures provide 

valuable information about the dynamics of the flame-flow interaction. 

As the flame propagates through the charge, the dark area (corresponding to the burned 

gas area) increases and the presence of hydrogen enhances its rate of growth. The time at 

which the flame has completely consumed the mixture in the vortex decreases with 

increasing hydrogen content in the fuel, ranging from around 4 ms for xH2 = 0 to around 

2 ms for xH2 = 0.5. 

Regardless of the mixture stoichiometry and the fuel composition, Figures 3 and 4 show 

the same mode of interaction: the flame propagates around the toroidal vortex formed at 

the orifice wake, until the vortex is fully burned. The flame exiting the orifice appears to 

be substantially flat. During the interaction with the flow, a progressive increase in flame 

front wrinkling can be observed. For the case of pure methane, the toroidal vortex is very 

smooth with any perturbations within the main vortex roll-up being very weak. The 

interaction with this (main) vortex wrinkles the flame front, leaving the front structure 

essentially unperturbed. On the contrary, in the presence of hydrogen, due to the greater 

velocities and shear developed, sub-vortices are generated within the main toroidal vortex. 

The formation of these small structures is particularly evident for stoichiometric mixtures. 

As shown in the first images of the time sequences, they appear as slightly darker spots 
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describing a pinwheel around the main vortex due to the tracer particles being spun out 

from their centres (not due to any combustion). The flame simultaneously interacts with 

the main vortex and the sub-vortices that distribute themselves along the front; this 

increases the degree of wrinkling. Furthermore, in addition to wrinkling the flame, the 

flame-flow interaction can be seen to locally break the continuity of the front. This break-

up process leads to the formation of openings in the main front and almost results in the 

separation of small flame pockets. As a result of this break-up process, the flame surface 

area is significantly increased. 

3.2 Velocity Vector Fields  

In Figures 5 and 6, the velocity vector maps are presented as measured by TRPIV for lean 

(Figure 5) and stoichiometric (Figure 6) mixtures with xH2 equal to (a) 0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.4 

and (d) 0.5. The burned gas regions correspond to the regions containing no velocity 

vectors. 

The PIV velocity fields show qualitative similarities. A difference is the absolute value of 

the flow velocity that increases in going from lean to stoichiometric conditions and, for 

each equivalence ratio, with increasing xH2. As shown in Table 1, for both lean and 

stoichiometric mixtures, the value of the maximum rotational velocity of the vortex core, 

uθ,max, almost doubles itself when xH2 varies from 0 (pure methane) to 0.5. On the contrary, 

the vortex core diameters remain near identical (~ 6 mm). 

The laminar burning velocity, SL, dictates the flame speed and, thus, the flow velocity 

exiting the orifice (upstream of the orifice, the flame propagation is substantially laminar). 

We ran simulations to compute the laminar burning velocity. To this end, we used the 

Sandia PREMIX module [25] of the CHEMKIN package (version 10101). The module 

was coupled to the GRI-Mech (version 3.0) [26] reaction mechanism. The same model 
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was used in previous works for CH4/H2/air [8], CH4/O2/N2/CO2 and H2/O2/N2/CO2 [27] 

mixtures. A satisfactory agreement between model predictions and experimental data was 

found. 

Results from CHEMKIN computations are given in Table 1. The increase of SL with φ and 

xH2 leads to the increase in flow velocity seen in the TRPIV data. This increase in gas 

velocity exiting the pre-chamber greatly increases the vorticity of the main toroidal vortex. 

In addition, the increased velocities and shear developed in the flow with the increasing 

equivalence ratio and hydrogen content enhance the formation of small sub-vortices 

previously described in Sub-Section 3.1. These small vortices are only visible in the PIV 

data as slight oscillations in the velocity field surrounding the main vortex core, a result of 

the small rotations being embedded within the main vortex recirculation. 

3.3 Flame Surface Area and Burning Rate 

In Figures 7 and 8, the time evolution of the flame surface area, AF, is shown as extracted 

from the raw TRPIV images for lean (Figure 7) and stoichiometric (Figure 8) mixtures 

with different fuel compositions. 

Initially, a phase of growth of the flame area is observed. The rate of growth increases 

with xH2 (the initial slopes for the flame area curves of Figures 7 and 8 are given in Table 

2). After a maximum has been reached, the flame area decreases. This decrease is due to 

the process of roll-up of the flame on itself that is accompanied by the mutual annihilation 

of the fronts in the zones of contact and merging (Figures 3 and 4). 

As previously discussed, the hydrogen presence increases the degree of flame wrinkling 

and also promotes the creation of small flame pockets almost separated from the main 

front. Wrinkling and pocket formation contribute to an increase in the flame surface area. 

On the other hand, as xH2 increases, the time needed for a complete roll-up of the flame 
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decreases and the duration of the growth phase for the flame area decreases as well. 

Therefore, the peak value of the flame area does not increase with xH2. The maximum 

peak value is found at xH2 = 0.2 and corresponds to around 0.13 m for both equivalence 

ratios. 

Table 2 also shows that, at xH2 = 0.5, the stoichiometric mixture exhibits lower initial slope 

than the lean mixture. In the stoichiometric case, the flame-vortex interaction has probably 

become too fast and, thus, less effective in increasing the flame area. 

In Figures 7 and 8, the time trends of the burning rate are also presented. The burning rate, 

r, was estimated from the time evolution of the volume of burned gas within the TRPIV 

measurement region, VB, as: 

 

B
B

dVr
dt

ρ=           (1) 

 

where the burned gas density, ρB, was computed using the chemical equilibrium program 

Gaseq (www.c.morley.dsl.pipex.com) [28]. All trends exhibit a maximum; the peak value 

of the burning rate increases with increasing xH2.  

It is interesting to note from Figures 7 and 8 that the hydrogen presence produces a better 

burning quality. This allows a synchronisation to be established between the time histories 

of the burning rate and the flame area (xH2 = 0.4 and 0.5). Furthermore, for xH2 = 0.5, the 

burning quality is also improved during the interaction (region between the dashed lines), 

as demonstrated by the fact that the burning rate increases more rapidly relative to the 

flame area. 

http://www.c.morley.dsl.pipex.com/
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3.4 Regimes of Flame-Vortex Interaction 

The behaviour of a premixed flame propagating through a turbulent flow field and, thus, 

the combustion regime experienced by the flame are strictly dependent on both size and 

velocity (i.e., strength) of the vortex structures encountered. In order to compare the 

flame-flow interactions observed in this study with other investigations, the spectral 

diagram proposed by Vasudeo et al. [29] for flame-vortex interaction was used. This 

diagram is shown in Figure 9. It was obtained by using Direct Numerical Simulation 

(DNS) of interactions between a post-ignition (expanding) flame kernel and a counter-

rotating vortex pair. DNS computations were implemented in the simplified axisymmetric 

configuration also schematised in the figure that has similarities to the one in this 

investigation. Vasudeo et al. [29] quantify five distinct regimes of interaction for their 

physical arrangement in terms of two key parameters, evaluated at the beginning of the 

interaction. These parameters are the ratio of the vortex radius to the flame kernel radius 

(x-axis), Rv/Rf, and the ratio of the maximum vortex rotational velocity to the laminar 

burning velocity (y-axis), uθ,max/SL. The five regimes are (1) the laminar kernel regime, (2) 

the wrinkled kernel regime, (3) the breakthrough regime, (4) the global extinction regime 

and (5) the regeneration after global extinction (RGE) regime. Increasing the vortex size 

and velocity leads to a gradual transition through regimes 1-4. In the laminar kernel 

regime, the vortex is too small and/or weak and, thus, the structure and dynamics of the 

flame kernel are not affected by the interaction. In the wrinkled kernel regime, the flame 

front is wrinkled and distorted during the interaction with the vortex. In the breakthrough 

regime, the vortex is strong enough to break the continuity of the flame kernel. In 

particular, the vortex produces the splitting of the kernel into two kernels, which may 

eventually connect with each other, giving rise to a single deformed kernel. In the global 
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extinction regime, the global straining of the flame kernel causes its extinction. Finally, in 

the RGE regime, reignition happens after most of the initial kernel has been extinguished 

because of intense straining. 

The values of Rv and uθ,max from these experiments, extracted from the PIV measurements 

of the velocity fields induced in the orifice wake at the onset of the interaction between the 

expanding flame and the toroidal vortex, were entered into the diagram of Figure 9 (stars 

represent points of lean mixtures; rectangles represent points of stoichiometric mixtures). 

In the same manner as Vasudeo et al. [29], Rv (31.5 mm) was obtained by summing the 

distance between the centre of the vortex and the axis of the chamber (28.5 mm, see 

Figure 1) and the vortex radius (3 mm). The dimensionless Rv/Rf and uθ,max/SL ratios were 

computed setting the flame radius, Rf, equal to the orifice radius (15 mm) and the laminar 

burning velocity, SL, equal to the values reported in Table 1 (CHEMKIN computations). 

The uθ,max/SL ratio increases with increasing xH2. 

For the case of pure methane, the flame-vortex interaction sits on the spectral diagram 

near the border between the wrinkled kernel and breakthrough regimes. This position on 

the diagram is largely supported by Figures 3 and 4, where the vortex can be seen to 

substantially alter the overall shape of the flame front, but only slightly perturb the front 

structure. 

The intensity of the flame-vortex interaction increases with increasing hydrogen mole 

fraction in the fuel, as a direct result of a self-reinforcing mechanism. That is, the higher 

reactivity of the hydrogen-enriched mixtures produces faster flame propagation upstream 

of the orifice and, thus, higher rotational velocity for the vortices generated at the orifice 

wake. This, in turn, leads to further increase in the burning rate resulting from the 

interaction.  
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As xH2 is increased, the points move away from the border to enter the region of the 

breakthrough regime. Although, in these experiments, the flame is co-propagating with the 

vortex instead of counter-propagating (as in the configuration simulated by Vasudeo et al. 

[29]), a similar trend towards break-up of the flame front can still be seen in the results 

(Figures 3 and 4). In the presence of hydrogen, the vortex structures locally disrupt the 

continuity of the front, causing the creation of reaction zones that are only narrowly linked 

together. However, full breakthrough does not occur in these experiments as the flame is 

drawn into the toroidal vortex instead of the flame being separated by vortex ring. 
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4. Summary and Conclusions 

An experimental study has been carried out to investigate the transient interactions that 

occur between hydrogen-enriched methane/air premixed flame fronts and toroidal vortex 

structures. Interactions were generated, in a controlled manner, within the wake of a 

circular orifice. Lean (equivalence ratio equal to 0.8) and stoichiometric mixtures with 

hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel (hydrogen plus methane), xH2, varying in the range of 

0-0.5 were investigated by means of Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry. Micro-

sized particles of olive oil were used as the seeding material. This enabled not only 

recording of the temporal development of the velocity field (ahead of the flame front), but 

also identification of the position of the front (through the consumption of the olive oil 

droplets by the flame) and, thus, characterisation of its evolution in terms of time histories 

of flame surface area and burning rate. The regimes of flame-vortex interaction were 

quantified using the spectral diagram proposed by Vasudeo et al. [29]. 

The following main conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained: 

1) The intensity of the flame-vortex interaction increases with increasing hydrogen 

mole fraction in the fuel, as a direct result of a self-reinforcing mechanism. That is, 

the higher reactivity of the hydrogen-enriched mixtures produces faster flame 

propagation upstream of the orifice and, thus, higher rotational velocity for the 

vortices generated at the orifice wake. This, in turn, leads to further increase in the 

burning rate resulting from the interaction.  

2) The hydrogen presence affects the flow field not only in quantitative terms, but 

also in qualitative terms. As xH2 increases, the velocity of the toroidal vortex 

increases. In addition, the greater velocities and shear developed cause sub-vortices 
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to be generated within the main toroidal structure (especially for stoichiometric 

propagation). The flame simultaneously interacts with the main vortex and the sub-

vortices; this increases the intensity of the interaction. 

3) The hydrogen substitution to methane leads to a progressive transition from a 

regime in which the vortex only wrinkles the flame front (wrinkled regime, 

xH2 < 0.2) to a more vigorous regime in which the vortex locally breaks the 

continuity of the front, causing the creation of reaction zones that are nearly 

detached from the main front (breakthrough regime, xH2 > 0.2). 

4) The rate of growth of the flame surface area increases with increasing xH2. 

Furthermore, the hydrogen-enrichment results in a better burning quality that 

allows a synchronisation to be established between the time histories of the flame 

surface area and the burning rate (xH2 = 0.4 and 0.5). During the interaction, an 

improvement of the burning quality has also been found (xH2 = 0.5). 

This work represents a first step in the direction for investigating the interaction of 

hydrogen-enriched premixed flames with truly turbulent flow fields. The experimental 

data produced will be used for validation of a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model of 

dynamic flame-vortex interactions in a future work. 
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Table Captions 

Table 1. Maximum rotational velocity of the vortex core, uθ,max, laminar burning velocity, 

SL, and uθ,max/SL ratio for lean and stoichiometric mixtures with different with hydrogen 

mole fractions in the fuel (hydrogen plus methane), xH2 

 

Table 2. Initial slope for flame area curves shown in Figures 7 and 8 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the combustion bomb (cylindrical pre-chamber: 

35 mm in height and 70 mm in diameter; main chamber: 150 mm x 150 mm x 150 mm; 

orifice: 25 mm in height and 30 mm in diameter, 90 degree corners at both the inlet and 

exit faces). Details of the image region location are also given. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic of TRPIV layout. 

 

Figure 3. Flame-vortex interactions for different hydrogen mole fractions in the fuel (lean 

mixtures): Temporal sequences of raw images of the laser illuminated particles gathered 

using the TRPIV technique. 

 

Figure 4. Flame-vortex interactions for different hydrogen mole fractions in the fuel 

(stoichiometric mixtures): Temporal sequences of raw images of the laser illuminated 

particles gathered using the TRPIV technique. 

 

Figure 5. TRPIV taken at 1500 Hz with a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels: Lean mixtures 

with xH2 equal to (a) 0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.4 and (d) 0.5. 

 

Figure 6. TRPIV taken at 1500 Hz with a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels: Stoichiometric 

mixtures with xH2 equal to (a) 0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.4 and (d) 0.5. 
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Figure 7. Temporal trends of flame surface area and burning rate: Lean mixtures with 

varying xH2. 

 

Figure 8. Temporal trends of flame surface area and burning rate: Stoichiometric mixtures 

with varying xH2. 

 

Figure 9. Spectral diagram of flame kernel-vortex interaction by Vasudeo et al. [29]: DNS 

results provide the boundaries between five distinct regimes (reverse triangles: laminar 

kernel regime; squares: wrinkled kernel regime; diamonds: breakthrough regime; 

triangles: global extinction regime; circles: RGE regime). The diagram includes the 

current results for hydrogen mole fraction in the fuel, xH2, varying in the range of 0-0.5 

(stars: lean mixtures; rectangles: stoichiometric mixtures; black symbols: pure methane; 

grey symbols: xH2 = 0.2; dark grey symbols: xH2 = 0.4; white symbols: xH2 = 0.5). 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. 
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Figure 5 (continued) 
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Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 (continued) 
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Figure 7. 
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Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. 
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